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!. lntr:3duction 
In this paper we 5how that the Crossley-Nerode theory of recursive 
equivalence for algebraic structures [3] works in the narrow context of 
structures that are co-r.e, or co-r.e, in 0'. We apply the priority method t
to the Crossley-Nerode theory here in roughly the way Hay [7] applied 
the priority method to the Dekker-Myhill-Nerode theory of recursive 
equivalence [ I 0] in a purely set-theoretic context. 
The effective analogue of cardinal numbers, called recursive quivalence 
types, was initiated by Dekker [4] in 1955 and has been extensively 
studied in the subsequent twenty years by Dekker, Ellentuc|:, Hay, Myhill, 
Manaster, Nerode, and others. Effective analogues of isomorphism types 
were introduced by Has~,~ett [6] and Applebaum [ 1 ] for groups, by Dekker 
[ 5 ] for vector spaces, and the standard general treatment in a model theo- 
retic context by Crossley-Nerode [3 ] whose notation we assume and 
adopt. For a complete bibliography to 1970, see [2]. 
Metakides and Nerode [9] develop a theory of r.e. algebraic structt~res. 
We develop the analogous theory of co-r.e, structures here and in [ 12 ]. 
2. Basic defmitions and lemmas 
Let ~ be an infinite model of a complete theory T. 
* The materisl mthis paper "-,ppears in the author's Ph.D. Thesis (Cornell 1974). We thank t. 
Nerode for sul~estins this .opic and for many helpful convermtJonL 
I We thank R.L SoMe for teachins u the priorit3L method inthe summer of1973. 
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Defmition 2.1. A subset X of~l is said to be definable from A c_ ~ if 
there is a formula ~(v  o, ..., v n ) of T and a finite sequence of elements 
a I , ..., a n in A such that 
X= {x~ I~I ~ 4~(x, a I, ...,a.)}. 
Definition 2.2. IfA c ~, then the algebraic closure of A, written cl(A), 
is the union of all finite sets definable from A. A is said to be algebraically 
closed if cl(A) -A  and x E~q is algebraic over A ifx E cl(A). 
Let C(~IJ be the category whose objects are the algebraically closed sub- 
sets of ~ and whose morphisms are the elementary monomorphisms be- 
tween algebraically closed sets. °C(~) is the full subcategory of finite ob- 
jects and morphisms. 
Defmition 2.3. A category C is said to be suitable if C - C(~I) for some 
recursively presented infi~Ate t~0-categoricai model ~ of a complete theory 
T that is decidable, has t" ~cidable atoms, and is such that algebraic losure 
is effective on explicit in,lices of finite sets. 
Examples. ( l ) Let S be the category arising from the t~ 0"categorical 
theory of an infin;te set with equafity. The algebraic losure of a set is 
itself. 
(2) Let L be the category arising from the theory of a dense unbordered 
linear ordering. Aga;n the algebraic losure of a set is itself. 
(3) Let V be thc -ategory arising from the theory of an in~.n.ite dimen- 
sional vector space over a finite field K. The algebraic losure of a set A 
is the subspace spamted by A. 
(4) Let B be the category arising from the theory of an atomless Boolean 
algebra. The algebraic losure of a set A is the subaigebra generated by A. 
From now on we will assume that C or C(~i) is alway-.; a suitable cate- 
gory and ~ is a fully effectively presented model in the sense r.~quired by 
the definition of suitable category. Thus we can assume that the universe 
I~1 o f~ isthe natural numbers N. The sets U(~{, N) = {~[' ~ CI ~{ c_.. t[' 
and ~l' n N = ~} for ~l ~ °C and N a finite subset of N form a basis for a 
topology St(C) which we call the strong topology. The strong topology 
~'(C) makes C into a Baize space. 
Definition 2.4. Let ~l,~ ~ C;'then ~ is said to be C-reo,rsively equivalent 
to ~ if there is a one-one partial recursive furlction p such that: 
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(i) 21 C_ domain ofp. 
(ii) p restricted to 21 is a C-i~morphism from 21 onto $. 
in this case we write p : 21 ~ ~B. 
C-recursive quivalence is an equivalence r lation and we write C(21) 
for the equivalence class of 21 ¢ C. We call these equivalence classes effec- 
tive C-types or C-R. E. 7'. ~. We write 12(£') for the collection of all effective 
C-types. 
Definition 2.5. A structure 21 ¢ C is said to be effectively Dedekind-~nite 
(Dedekind for short) if 21 contains no infinite recursively enumerable sub- 
sets. We write A(C) for the collection of all Dedekind effective C-types. 
Generally we shall call the elements of A(C) Dedekind types. 
The recursion theory we need is found in Rogers [ ! 3 ]. Let ~0 i be the 
partial recursive function computed by the lth Turing machine and let 
be the partial function computed by the ith oracle machine with oracle 
,4 _c N. Let W i = domain of ~o i and W~ - domain of ~o~. 0 shall denote the 
degree of the jump of the degree of the recursive sets. We shall write ~0~ 
and W~ for ~p~ and I¢~ 4 where A is some fixed set of degree a. Let W~ be 
the set generated by following s steps in the effective listing procedure for 
W i. Since algebraic losure is effective in H we can produce an effective 
listing V0, V'l, ... of all basic neighborhoods ofg'(C) where each gi is of 
the form U(21, N) where 21 is a finite algebraically closed subset of ~ and 
N is a f'mite subset of ~.  For notational convenience we shall write Vi = 
(21 i. Ni) = (21 ~ CI21 1 c_ 21 and 21 n N i = ~ ). We let Dx be the finite set 
{x l, x 2 ..... x n ~, where x I < x 2 < ... < x n andx = 2 xt + 2 x2 + ... + 2 xn 
and DO = ~. Let ~0, P l ,  -.. be a list of the prime numbers in increasing 
order. Let/(x,y) denote an effective pairing function j : N X N -* N which 
is one--one and onto such that x - k(/(x, y)) and y =/ff(x,y)) for recur- 
sire k and l. 
In Section 3 we give an effective category argument for 9"(C) analogous 
to the one given in [7]. In Sections 4 and 5 we shall apply this azgument 
to sharpen the category arguments of 13]. Specifically, where in [3] a 
representative 21 of a type X 6 A(C) is produced via a category argument, 
we shall produce a representative 21 in one of two countable subsets of  
A(C), namely (1) Ac.L(C); the set of all X 6 A(C) with a representative 
21 ~ X such that 21 is co-simple or (2) Ac.s.,(C), the set of all X E A(C) 
with a representative 21 ¢ X such that 21 is co-r.e, in 0'. We end this sec- 
tion by stating two basic lemmas fro.m [3]. 
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l, emma 2.6. (The Duplication Lemma). Let ~ be an a,omic model. Let 
A, B be finite algebraically closed subsets of  [q and p : A -* B an elemen- 
tary isomorphism. Let N be a finite subset o f  [q such that N n B - f~. I f  
A'  is a finite algebraically closed set containing A then there is an alge- 
braically closed set B' ~ B such that B' c~ N - ~ and an elementary iso- 
morphism p' extending p such that p' : A' ~- B'. Moreover there are infi- 
nitely many such B ° such that the intersection o f  any two distinct ones 
isB. 
Lemma 2.7. Let ~ be an t~o-categorical model and A be a ,finite subset 
o f~.  Then cl(A) is finite. Moreover there is a function f : N -, N such 
that card(A) < n lmpl~.es card(ci(A)) ~ f(n). 
3. An effective categot3' argument of 9'(C) 
Definition 3.1. A partial function g(m,n, t) is a density function for 9"(C) 
if it satisfies the following: 
( l ) I fDn n ~ m - ~ (where I, n = (~lm, Nm)) then g(m, 2 n , 01 is defined 
and satisfies Vg(m. 2 n , O) c__ Vm and ~lg(m, 2 n , 0) t~ Dn = ~. 
(2) lfg(m, II~, 0 p~"), t) -- g(t) is defined, Dn(t + i ) ~ Dn(t), and 
~g(t) • Dn( t+ 11 - ~, then g(m, nt+l ~( i ) , t  + 1) -g ( t+ I1 is defined •'i'~0 
and satisfies Vg(t + !) c_ Vm and gg(t + 1 ) n Dn(t + I ) - ~. 
(3) g(m, n, t) is undefine'l otherwise. 
(4) If ~(01, n( l ) ,  ... is a s~'quence such that for some m, g(m, II~__ 0 p~¢O, t) = 
g(t~ is defined for all ,~, then there is a u ~ 0 such that g(t) - g(u) for all 
t ;* u. The sequence ~,z(t)} is called a regular sequence for g, and g(u) 
is a stable value for the sequence {n(t)). 
Note: When defining density functions in the sequel, we shall tacitly as- 
sume that the hypothesis of (1) and (2) are satisfied, so that g is defined 
only when it should be. 
Definition 3.2. Let A i c_ C(~)  for i = 0, 1, 2, .... The class A ~ U~oA i
has effective first category o f  degree a (a-eft. cat. I) if there .;s a partib.l 
function h(i, m. n, t) recursive in a and a set J c _ E such that 
(!)  For each i, gi(m, n, tl = h(i, m, n, t) is a density function for 9'(C). 
(21 For each /¢  J, i fp  is a stable value forg i and some regular sequence 
{n(t)'~, then Ai n Vp = ~. 
(3) A c_ U~./A i. 
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i fh = ~ then we say A ~ U~'=o A ~ has a-eff, cat. ! in ~(C) with index e 
and subcoverJ, l fh  ~s partial-recursive then we just say A c__ iJ~=oA 1 has 
e]fectiv~ category ,' (eft. cat. I) in ~'(C). 
Theorem 3.3. Assume A has a-eft, cat. I in ~(C) with index e. Then there 
is an ~ ~ C(~)  such that 
(!)  ~ C(~)  - A. 
(2) ~ is infinite. 
(3) ~ - ~ is recursively emtmerable in a with GOdel nutrrber ecursive in 
e and a. 
Proof. Given h(i, m, n, t) an~, J as required by the definition of a-eft, cat. I 
we shall describe an effective procedure to enumerate ~ - ?l. In this pro- 
cedure we shall try to meet a series of requirements R! fo r /= 0, !, 2, ... 
where R I is the requirement that ~! ~ A/. If we can insure that • ¢ C(~) 
and that R/ is  satisfied for al l jE Y then ?IE C(~) -  r l /EiA i and hence 
will satisfy condition (1). To meet requirement R i we produce an m i and 
a regular sequence {pr/(t)) such that g/(m/, 111, 0p~/ i )  t) is defined for 
all t. Let h i be the stable value for g/, m i, and the sequence {nl(t)}. Then 
i f /¢  J. the definition ofa-eff, cat. ! implies that Vh I c~ A/= ~. We shall 
insure that • ¢ Vh i for all i E N so that for all / ¢ J we will have ~ ~ A I. 
To insure that ~ Vh I for each i ¢ N we shall require that at the end 
of our construction Vh o D Vh I D ... is a'descending sequence of neigh- 
borhoods by forcing ?lh 0 c ?lh I c ... where Vh i = (~lht, Nhl). Then 
will be equal to Ui¢N~h i and hence ~E fli~_N Vh i and • will be infinite 
and algebraically closed since ~ will be the increasing union of algebrai- 
cally closed sets. 
At any given stage t we will have defined for each / < t, n i (0), ..., h i ( t - j )  
of our final regular sequence. For j in a certain finite initial segment of N, 
we will define at stage t an approximation mi to the final value of m i we 
desire, r(t) will be an a-recursive function which will give the length of 
this initial segment. Thus i f /<  r(t), then 
t - /  
'(,no ) sj mj,-= , t - i  =gj ( t - / )  
will be an approximation to the final value ofh  i. We shall insure that at 
each stage 
Vgo(t) D VgI (t--  ]) D ... D Vgr(t)(t - r(t)) ~: ~ 
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by insuring that 
tigo(t) ¢ tigl (t - I) c ... c ~Igr(t)(t - r(t)). 
A conflict can arise when for some/~ r(t),g/(t -/) ~ g/(t t- I -/), for 
then we cannot be assured that tlg/(t + I -]) c~ tig/+l (t -/) for the values 
of m/and m/+ l at stage t. Thus whenever, g/(t -/) ¢ g:(t + I -/) we shall 
reset the value of m/+ I at stage t + I and set r(t + I ) = ] + I. Thus we say 
requirement R i is in/ure4 at stage t + i if for some / < i, g/(t -/) 
gj(t + l - i). 
We will need a partial recursive function c(m, n) defined as follows. 
Given m, n such that Vm = (tlm, Nm)  ~ ~ and Dn n ~I m = ~, then c(m, n) 
is the least y such that Vy, = ( ti', Dn u Nm)  where 91' -- cl(gJm u {b } ) 
where b is the least x ~ti m such that cl(tim u {x}) c~ (Dn u Nm)  = fJ. 
c(m, n) is undefined otherw;~e. The Duplication lemma insures the exis- 
tence of an ti' D ~fm such that ti' n (Dn u Nm)--- ~ so that b exists and 
thus b and y can be effec, ively found since algebraic clo~ure is effective 
in ~I. Thus given m,n such that Vm = (tim, Nm)  ~ fJ and tim c~ Dn - fj 
c(m,n) is def'med and Vc(m, n) c Vm, tic(m, n) 3 9! m, ,rod ~Ic(m, n) n 
Dil = f~. 
Stage 0. Set m o = 0 and n0(0) - lo~(Dn "- 0). Compute go(m o, 2no(°), 0) - 
go(0~. Let B(0) = IJ.X(x ~ tigo(0)) and H o - {B(0)} and r(0) - 0. 
~i no0) Stage I. Setno(l~=~tn(Dn =Ho).Computego(mo,Ui,op ~ , I) =go(1). 
Let n o ( I ) = n I (0), ~ ( l ) = ~x(x ~ ti go ( I ) u H o), and H~ = H o u {B( l ) }. Let 
n* = w1(Dn = H I ) al d set mj = C(go(1), n*) (m I is defined since tigo(1) n 
Dn* = ~). Then set gt (0) =gl (ml, 2 n~(°), 0). Then we have tigo(1) c 
t im I c_C_ tigl (0) and Vg t (0) c Vm I so tha '  ~Sl (0, ~ f3 H l = ~} since Nm! 
Dn* -= H~. Finally, set r ( l )  = I. 
Stage s, s > 1. Let g/(t) denote g/(m/, ri~__ 0 pn~)  t) for the most recent- 
ly defined values of  m/, n/(O), ..., n ] ( s -  I - / )and  for a l l /~  r ( s -  1). As- 
sume that fo r /~ r(s - 1) we have defined m/so  that tigo(S - 1) ¢ ... 
c tig~(,_D(s - 1 - r ( s  - 1)) and that t ig~s_D(s -  1 - r ( s -  1)) ~ Hs_ ~ - O. 
Then set no(s) -- to~(D n = H~_~ ) and no(s) -- h i ( s - i )  for 0 < i ~ s. 
Let I(s) = ~ be the least requirement R/ in jured for / ~ r(s - 1). i f  no 
such i exists go to Case 2, otherwise go to Case 1. 
Case 1. We have g/(s - i) = g/(s - ! - / )  for i < i - 1 and gi- ] (s - i + 1 ) 
gl_t (s - i). Let B(s) = #x(x ~ ( t ig i - I  (s - i+  1) u Hs_ ! )) and H s = Hs_ ! u 
{B(s)}. Let n* = I~n(Dn = H s) and m i = c(gt_ 1 (s - i+ I), n*). (m i is de- 
fined since tigi_l  (s - i + 1) n Dn* = ~.) Then we have ~g0(s) c t igl ( s - I )  c 
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... C ~[gi_l(s- I+ l )c ~{ml, andNm i ~ H s ~ lls._ ! =Dno(s)=Dn/(s- / )  
for /~ s. Thus 
$-4 
,,(,,. n ° ,-,)-.,,s ,, 
is defined for this new value of m I. Set r(s) = i. Then we have ?[g0 (s) c ... 
C ~gro)(s - r(s)) and ~g~,)(s - r(s)) n H s = ~. 
Case 2. Then either g / ( s - / )  = &/(s - 1 -1 )  for / ,~ r(s - 1) or possibly 
gro_l~(s - r(s - 1)) ~ gr~s_l)(s - ! - r ( s  - I)) and g/(s - / )  = g / (s -  1 - / )  
fo r /< r (s -  I). Define k = r(s) = r (s -  1)+ 1. LetB(s )=t~vc(x~ 
(~ lgt_ l ( s -  k+ I )uHs_ l )andH s =Hs_ 1 u {B(s)}. Letn*  " lm(Dn- 'H  s) 
and m k = c(g t _  t (s - k + 1 ), n*) (mt is defined since '~4gt_ 1 ( s -  k + 1) n 
Dn* = ~). Then we have ~lgo(s) c ... c ? lgk_l(s - k+ i) c ~{m t and 
Nm t D H s :3 H s _ ! = Dn t (s - k). 
Thus 
$-k 
is defined and we have 2lg0 (s) c ... c 91gk(s - k) and 91gk(s - k)  n H s = ~. 
Finally we set H = U s H s so that H is r.e. in a since each stage is com- 
pletely effective if we know the values o fh  which are recursive in a by 
hypothesis. 
Lemma 3.4. For  each ], m/ is reset only  f in i te ly  many times. 
Proof. m 0 never changes. Let / > 0 and assume by induction that there 
is a stage so such that for i < j, m i remains fixed after stage s0. We show 
that m/ is  reset only finite!y often after stage so. Since m/_ t never 
changes after stage so , then for all s ~ s o, .gi(So - i )  = g iO  - i)  for all 
i < / - 1 and thus i(s) ~ 1. Then by our choice of H s, we have insured that 
g/ - t  ( s - j+  1)is defined for all s ~ s o and thus (nl_ l ( t))  is a regular 
sequence for gj - t -  But since g/ - I  is a density function, the value of 
g/- l  ( s - l+  !) can change only finitely often after stage so before it 
reaches a stable value for g/_ ! and (n / _ l ( t ) ) .  Hence mi is "--~t only 
finitely often after stage so since m I is reset at stage s only if there is some 
i < I such that g1(s - i) 4: gi(s - I - i). 
Thus for all 1, we will obtain a stable value for g/and  {hi(t)]  which we 
win call h/. 
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Lemma 3.5. For any t, there is a stage v > t such that g/(v - j) = h i fo r  all 
/ < r(u). 
Proof. Let u be the least s • t such that some g/(t  - / )  has reached its stable 
value at stage s and let k be the largest j such that gl(t - 1) has reached its 
stable value by stage u. Let v be the least stage by whichgk+l has stabil- 
ized. Then u > u and r(u) = k + i or k + 2 depending on whether we are in 
Case 1 or Case 2 at stage v. In either case gi(v -- 1) = h i for all ] < r(v). 
Lemma 3.6. ~= U/~ h~ = ~ - H. 
Proof. Assume x e l l  7_o(~ -- ~lh,). We show by induction on x that x~ 
UH s. Now if 0 ~ ~iho-then let s o 'be the first stage where go stabilizes. 
I fs  o = 0 then ~go(0) = 9!;1 o and 0 ~ ~ go(0) implies 0 = B(0) ~ H 0. If 
s o = 1 then 0 ~ ~go( I )  -- ~h  o so that 0 = B( l )  ~ H i . l f s  o = s > ! then 
at stage s we must  be ir Case 1. But again 0 ~ 91go(s) = tlh o so that 
O ffi B(s) E H s. 
Now let x > 0 and assume that for all y < x either y ~ ~h/ fo r  some 
/ o ry  ~ H s for some s. In the first case let/(y) be the least such], in the 
second case let sO,) be the least such s. Now choose k > maxy<x j(y) and 
u • maxy<x s(y). Ltt  t • u be a stage by which gt has stabilized. Thus 
by stage t, the fate c" all y < x has been permanently determined. Let 
u ;~ t be such that gi has stabilized for all ] < r(u) as provided by Lemma 
2.7. Now by stage v, each y < x has already been placed in Ha,_ ! or is in 
some ~hi  fo r /< r(v). Let r(v) - I = z, then il: the latter case y ~ 9tgz(u -z ) .  
Then one of  the following holds at stage v. 
(i) i fx  ~ ~{g: (v -  z), then x ~ ~?{h:, 
(ii) i fx  ~ He_ 1 thenx E UsH s, 
(iii) i fx  ~ (91gz(v- z) u Hv_ l ) then x is the least element not in 
~g: (v - - z )  U Hu-I so that x = B(v) ~. H u. 
- 
Thus if x E fl p,0 (~-  ), (i) cannot hold so either (ii) or (iii) must hold 
and in either case x ¢ . 
For the reverse inclusion, it suffices to show that gh  i n H = ~ for each 
i. Let u be a stage by which g~ has stabilized. Then for all s • u, r(s) > l 
and~ h i = ~lgi(s - i) c_ ~gr(O( s _ r(s)). But for all s, we have that 
~gr(s)(s - r(s)) n H s = ~, so that ~h i n H s = ~ for all s • u. Thus since 
H = Us~ u H:, ~h i n H = ~. This completes the proof of the lemma." 
Finally, we have insured that ~h! c ~hj+ I for all/, for i fs  0 is a stage 
by which gl.Z has stabilized, then for all s • s 0, r(.s) > 1+ I and 
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tlhj _ ~lg/(s-/) c ~ lg i+| (s - i -  1) = tlhj+ l . Similarly f,, 3 V/+ l for all/. 
Thus ~1 = U~lh/is ",n infinitely algebraically closed set such that ~IE Vh/ 
for all / ~ N. But then for all / ~ J, ~1 ¢i A/since A / n Fh i = 6. Thus 
~1E C(~)  - A and the Theorem is proved. 
Definition 3.7. Let B 0, B I , ... be a sequence of  a-eft, cat. 1 classes in ~'(C) 
where B t c_ U~'oBt ! has index et and subcoverJ  k. Then (B k } is an r.e. 
sequence ofa-eff,  cat. I classes if the sequence {e k } is r.e., that is, if there 
is a recursive function f such that f(k)  = e k for each k. 
Theorem 3.8. (a) I f  (B k } is an r.e. sequence o f  a-eff, cat. I classes in ~(C), 
then B = U~'. 0 B k has a-eft, cat. ! in 9"(C). 
(b) l f  B k has index f (k)  for each k. then an index orB can be effective- 
ly computed from a G6del number o f f  
Proof. Let£  {Jr } 
It is clear that h(t. 
each i, and that {i 
to follow. 
be as in Definition 3.7. Now 
QD 
U Bkl = U Bk(i) lt i) .  /=0 iffiO 
m, n, t) = ~o~(kO))(l(i), m, n, t) is a density function for 
I l(i) ~ Jk(O) is a subcover for B. Part (b) is easily seen 
Theorem 3.9. The class A ffi { ~i~ C(~) I ~1 is not Dedekind} has elf. cat. 1 
in~(C). 
Proof. Let W i be the ith r.e. set. Let A i = {~1 e C(~)19J 3_ Wi }: then 
A c_ UA l and we define h(i, m, n, t) = gi(m, n, t) as follows. 
Stage 0. Let ~lgi(m, n, O) = ~lm, Ngi(m, n, O) = Nm. 
Stage s > 0. Let ~gi(m, n, s) = ~lm. 
Case !. I fWf  n (~ l -  ~m)  = O then letNgi(m,n.s) =Ngi (m,n,s -  !). 
Case 2. i f  I~/n (~ - 91 m) 4= 6,  let x be the least number in ~ n 
(~- t (m) .  
LetNgt(m,n.s) = {x} u Ng~(m,n,s-  !). 
Then clearly gi(m, n, t) is a density function for each i. Moreover, if 
J = ( j  I Wi is infinite }, ] ~ J,  and {n(t)} is a regular sequence for gi, we 
have I¢ i n ( ~q-~l m) ¢ 6. Letx  be the least element of  Wi n (~ - ~lm) 
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and let u be the least t such that x ¢ Wf. Then it is clear that 
is stable value for the sequence {n(t)}, and that Nh! n W~ ~ ~, so that 
A~ n Vhl = ~. Thus, since A c_ U/¢~ Ap J is a subcover for A. 
Corollary 3.10. (a) l f  A c_ C(~)has  a-eft, cat. ! in 9(C(~)) ,  then there 
is an 91¢ C(~) -  A such that?! is Dedekind and ~q - is r.e. ln a. 
(b) I rA  ~ C(~)  has eff. cat. I in ~r(C(~)), then there is an ~. ~ C(~)  -A  
such that ~ is co,simple. 
Proof. By Theorem 3 ¢, ~eorem 3.8, and Theorem 3.3. 
Definition 3.1 1. (a) Let A c C(~).  Then A is Req.-closed if for all 
~t ~ C(~q) either C(~I) n A = 0 or C(~q ) n A " C(~I). 
(b) If A is Req.-closed, let A ~ denote 
{X E f~(C)l for some ~ A, X = C(~ )}. 
Corollary 3.12. (a) I rA ~ C(~)  is Req.-closed and has elf. cat. I in 
~(C(~)),  then Ac.s.(C(~)) - A n is non-empty, in fact A,:.,,.(C(~)) - A ft 
contains an element ~" = C(~ - W i) where i may be effectively computed 
from index of  A. 
(b) I rA  c__ C(~q) is Req.-closed and has O'-eff. cat. I in~ (C(~)),  then 
Ae.s.,(C(~)) - A n hr non-empty andthere is an X E Ac.s.,(C(~)) - A rt 
where X = C(~R - Wi°') and where i may be effectively computed from 
the index of  A and 0'. 
Let f~  (C) = {X ¢ II(C) 1 t ~1 ¢ X with ~i infinite and ~ - tl r.e. } 
and f~0(C) -- [X¢  ~(C)13 ~ ¢ Xwi th  ~1 infinPe and ~q-  ~ r.e. in 0'}. 
Theorem 3.13. (a) Let X ~ 12~(C), X = C(~ - W t) where W t is an r.e. 
set and 2 -  W k is infinite. Then .4 = {~ I C(~I)=X} has e l f  cat. I in 
• (C) with index recursive in k. 
Co) Let X ¢ f~, ,  X = C(~I -  I¢~') where I¢~k' is a set which is r.e. in 0 ° 
and ~ - I¢~' is infinite. Then A = {~ I C(tl} = X}  has O'-eff cat. I in 
~(C) with :t:dex recursive in k and 0'. 
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Proof. (a) Let q0, qt,  --. be an effective numeration of all one-one  par- 
tial recursive functions where the Gbdel number of qi may be effectively 
computed from i. Let A = LJ~0A ~ where. A s = {~1~ C($1) I q i (~  - Wk) = $}. 
In the construction that follows we define a recursive function hff, m, n, t) - 
gi(m, n, t) and an auxiliary recursive fufiction x(t). 
Stage O. Set~lgi(m. no O) = ~lm, Ngi(m, n, O) = Nm, x(O) = O. 
Stage s + I. Set 91gi(m, n, s + 1 ) = ~m. 
Case i. x(s ) E [~+l .  Then set Ngi (m, n, s + I) = Ng:(m, n, s), x(s + 1) - 
x(s) + 1. 
Case 2. x(s) ~ W~ +t . Perform s + ! steI:~s in the computation of qi(x(s)). 
Subcase 2.1. No value appears. Then set Ng:(m, n, s + I) -- Ngi(m, n, s) 
and x(s  + ! )  - x (s ) .  
Subcase 2. 2. A value u = qi (x(s)) appears. Then if u ¢ ~1 m, set 
Ngi(m, n. s ÷ ~ ) - {u ) u Ngl(m, n, s) and x(s + 1) = x(s). If u ¢ ~1 m then 
set Ngflm. n, s + i ) = Ngi(m. n, s) and x(s + !) = x(s) + 1. 
To verify that gi(m, n, t) is a density function for each i, it suffices to 
verify part (4) of Definition 3. i. Now gi(m, n, t) is independent of n, and 
thus it suffices to show that Ngi(m, n, t) ~ Ngi(m, n, t + 1) for at most 
finitely many values of  t. But the fact that ~-  W k is infinite and qi is 
one-one  implies the existence o fx  ~ ~-  W k such that either qi(x) is 
undefined or qi(x) ~ 9Jm. Let z be the least such x. Note that for all 
x < z either x ~ W k or qi(x) is defined and is in ~ m, so that at some 
stage x(t) -- x + I. So there is a u such that x(u) -- z. Now if qi(z) is un- 
defined, then NgArn, n, t) -- Ngt(m, n, u) for all t • u, by Subcase 2.1, 
while if v is the fh, st stage at which q~(z) is computed then Ngi(m, n, t) - 
Ngi(m, n, v + i) for all t • v + 1 by Subcase 2.2. 
Moreover, N is a subcover for A, since a stable value b for & corre- 
sponds to a z as above and then for r,o subsystem g ¢ Vb can we have 
qi( ~-  Wk) - g, since z ~ ~ - W k and either qi(z) is ondefined or q i ( : )  
is defined and ql(z) ~ Nb c_ ~ _ ~.  Clearly tl~e G~del number for h can 
be effectively computed from k. 
(b) The proof of (b) is the same as above if we replace W k by W~'~. 
DeCmition 3.14. A sequence {X O. X j, ... } of elements of  ~ (C) (~, (C) )  
is recu~lvely enumerable if there is a recursive function f such that 
X i = C( ~-  Wfff)) (X i = C(~-  W~))) for each i. If fhas  G~del number 
/, we say the sequence has index j a-nd write S/= (X o, X l .... }. 
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Definition 3.15. (a) A subset A of ~(C)  is productive if there is a recur- 
sire function f such  that whenever S/is an r.e. sequence of elements of 
• A, ~I - WT~, ~ C(~)  and X = C( ~-  I,J ,) E A - S 1. f is then a produc- 
tu, - Wfff) ~ ~0", ,~ } is the productive tivefunc zon for ~, and {~'l ~)  I S i c 
center for A relative to f. 
(b) A subset A of  ~ , (C)  is productive if there is a function f recursive 
in 0 ° such that whenever S/ is Le. sequence of elements of A, then 
0' - I¢~) ~ CC~) and X = C(,~ - I~.)~ ¢ A - S/. f is then a productive 
function for A, and { ~ - W]0~.) E C(~)  I S~ c A } is the productive cen- 
ter for A relative to f. 
Theorem 3.16. (a) There is a ,'ecursive function f which is a productive 
function for ~2~(C) and relatwe to which ~2~ (C) has productive center 
contained in Ac.~ (C). 
(b) There is a function f recursive in (Y which is a productive function 
for ~ , (C)  and relative to which [~,(C) has productive center contained 
in 
• Proof. (a) le t  S/be a r.e. sequence o f  elements o f  ~ ' (C) ,  $] = (X 1, X 2 .... }, 
X a = C(~-  W~i)) and ~. - W~ol{i) be infinite for each i. By Theorem 3.13, 
there is a recursive function F sfich that A t = {~{ [ C(~) = C< ~l -  W~,?(l))} 
has eff. cat. I in Sr(C' with index F(,pi(l)) = ~oGti)(i) for some recursive 
function G. Then A 0, A l ,  ... is a r.e. sequence of eff. cat. 1 classes in 
C(~),  so by Theorem 3.8, there is a recursive function H such that 
A = U~'=0A i has eft. cat. I in St(C) with index H(G(I")). Now there is a 
recursive function K from Corollary 3. ! 2 c,~ch that if we let f(]) = 
K(H(G(]))) and X = C( ~-  Wfff)) then X ~ Ac.L(C) - A. This implies for 
all i that X ~ X i, so X ¢ Ac.s.(C) - S]. Thas f  is the desired productive 
function. 
(b) The proof of  (b) is the same as Part (a) with 0'-recursive notions 
replacing recursive notions in the proof above. 
Theorem 3.17. (a) i f  A ~ C(~I) is Req.-closed and has eff. cat. I incj(C) 
and A¢.~(C) c_ A c_ 12~ (C), then A _ A n is productive, with productive 
center contained in A,..s.(C) uniformly in the index of  A,'that is, there 
is a recursive function F of  two variables uch that i ra  has elf. cat. I in 
~(C) with index e, then F(e, D is a productive function for A - A n such 
that C(~q - Wp(e, )) ~ A c s (C) - A n 
(b) i ra  ~ C(~ is Req~-closed and has O'-eff. cat. l in~Y(C)and 
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Ac.s.,(C ) C A ¢_. f~'.(C), then A _ A a is productive with productive 
center contained in Ac.,.,(C) uniformly in the index o f  A, that is, there 
is a function F o f  2-variables recursive in O' such that i f  A has O'-eff. cat. I 
in (C) with Index e, then F(e, /) is a productive function for A - A n 
such that C(~-  W°{e.l )) ~ Ac.s.,(C) - A n . 
Proof. (a) Assume that A has eff. cat. ! in 9'(C) with index e and that Sj 
is a r.e. sequence of elements from &-A  n . As in the proof of Theorem 
3.14, A i = (~ ~ C(~) I C(tt) = C(~ - I~gi>)  has eff. cat. I in 7(C) 
with index ~o/U)(1), for a recursive functionf. Then the sequence B 0, B l .... 
defined by B 0 = A, B l = A~_ I fori  > 0, is a r.e. sequence of eff. cat. I 
classes with index B i given by ~0G{e./)(i) for a recursive G. Again as in 
Theorem 3.14, i fB = Ut'~0Bi, then B is Req.-closed and there is a recur- 
sive function F such that, X = C(~ - WF(e,/)) ~ Ac.L(C) - B n, that is 
X ¢ (Ac.L(C) - A n ) - $/, so F(e,/) is a productive function for A_  A n" 
(b) Proof of (b) is again the same as the above with 0'-recursive notions 
replacing recursive notions. 
4. Applications 
In this section we shall apply the machinery developed in the last sec- 
tion to sharpen the category arguments found in [3]. We shall assume 
familiarity with the notations of that monograph, owever we shall give 
several of the basic definitions. Throughout this section C 1 = C(~ l)  and 
C 2 = C(~ 2) will be suitable categories. 
The assumption that C = C(~) is suitable implies that °C has a GSdel 
numbering effectively assigning a natural number rp'a to each morphism 
p of °C, so that the cardinalities of domain p, codomain p, and graph p 
and the elements of each can be effectively obtained from rp-1. We call 
r'p'a an explicit index of p. Let r'e'C be the subcategory of C whose ob- 
jects are the recursively enumerable algebraically closed sets of ~q and 
whose morphisms are those elementary monorphisms between objects 
which are partial recursive as maps. (A map is partial recursive if its 
domain, graph, and codomain are all recursively enumerable). Then r'e'C 
has a G6del numbering from KIeene's tandard enumeration of all r.e. 
sets and all partial recursive functions. We call these standard indices. 
Definition 4.1. A functor F : C 1 --, C 2 continuous on morphisms i said 
to be combinatorml if for all elements x in ~2,  we can find an object 
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F ' -  x ¢ °C ] such that for all objects ~t E C t and all x: 
xEF(~I) iff F*xC-~t.  
Definition 4.2. A combinatorial functor F : C ! * C 2 is said to be partial 
recursive i f F  maps *C I into t'e'c2 and 
(i) There is a general recursive function assigning to the explicit index 
r-p'3 of each p in °C ] a standard index rF(p)'l ofF(p) in r'e'c2. 
(ii) The map forx t= ~2 to the explicit index r'F*- x -1 in *C l is partial 
recursive. 
Definition 4.3. Let F. G : C l --, C 2 b- .oinatorial functors, then F, G 
are said to be uniformly effccti," . ~luivalent on a neighborhood U('a, N) 
if there is a one-one partial recursive function p such that for all 
• ¢ U(~, At), p is defined on F(~J) and p t F(',B) is a C2-morphism of 
F(~;) onto G(~). 
Theorem 4.4. ([3, Theorem 18.2]).Suppose F, G : C t -* C 2 are partial 
recursive combinatorial functors inducing functions 9, ~ from c l-o,pes 
to C2-types. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) ~:(X) =9 (X) for all dense types X in Ac.s..(C t ). 
(ii) F and G are u ffformly effectively equivalent on some non-empty 
neighborhood 
(iii) ~(X) =~, (X) for all dense types in f~(C l ). 
Proof. Clearly (iii) implies (i), and (iii) if and only if (ii) is proved in [3].  
Thus we prove (i) implies (ii). Suppose (ii) false. We will show that the 
set of all types X such that ~(X) =9 (X) has 0'-eft. cat. I in 9'(C I 1. This 
fact combined with the results of Theorems 3.3, 3.8 and 3.9 will show 
that there is an X 6 Ac.s.,(C! ) such that ~(X) ~ ~(X). Recall that q0, ql .... 
is an effective list of all one-one partial recursive functions. Let 
A -- { ~I E Cli~(CI(~I))---g(Cl(~{))}. ThenA c_ U'~foAiwhercAl= {~ EC 1 
ql(F(g{)) = G(~), F(~) ~ 6qi and ql t F(gl) is a C2-isomorphism from 
F(~I) onto G(~I )}. 
Since (ii) is false, for each qi and any non-empty neighborhood 
Vm = (~m, Nm), one of the following holds for some ~2 ~ oC1,9{2 ¢~ Vn~ 
(I') qt is riot defined on all of F(~q2), 
(2'1 qT ] is not defined o ,  all of G(tl2), 
(3') for some a ~ F(~2), qs(a) ~ G(~{2), 
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(4') for some a E G(~I 2), q~" I (a) ~ F(~I 21, 
(5') qt f F(~2) is not a morphism o fC  2 but ( i1 - (4)  fail. 
We note two facts before proceeding. One is that q7 ! can be effectively 
calculated from qi. Second, given a map p : A -~ B where A = {a 0 , ..., an}, 
B = (b 0 ..... b,,~ } are finite sets contained in ~2,  we can effectively decide 
whether p is an elementary monomorphism. We can easily check i fp  is 1- I  
and onto and to decide whether p is a morphism, we need o~lly to check 
that (a 0, ..., a n I and (p(a 0 ), ..., p(a n )) satisfy the same aton~ in Bn. ! (T) 
where T is the complete decidable theory of which ~2 is a .~odel and 
Bn. 1 (T) is the Boolean algebra derived from the set of all formulas o fT  
with n + 1 free variables. Since ~ is atomic and T has decidable atoms 
this procedure is effective. 
We shall define a density function h(i, m, n, tl = gi(m, n, t). To define 
g~(m, 2 ':~0), 01, assuming ~lm c~ Dn(O) = 0, we first define a sequence of 
finite algebraically closed sets { ~} as follows: 
~10 - ~ m,  
~s+i = cl{~S u {as}}, 
where a s is the least x ~ tl s such that 
cl{tl s u {x}} E Vm and el{ tl s u {x }} n Dn(O)= O. 
We note that the Duplication lemma implies *.hat a s exists for eachs > 0 
and hence the sequence {~1 s} can be effectively generated. We then start 
the following procedure which goes by stages. 
Stage s. List out s steps in the enumeration of F(~k),  G(gJ k ) (denoted 
as F(~ k)s, G( ~k): ) for k < s and check if one of the following occurs 
for some k. 
( l)~]a ~ F(t lk) ~ such that ql(a) is not defined. 
(21 3 a E G(~Ik) s such that q~-l (a) is not defined. 
(3) :J a ~ F( t i t )  s such that, if ~1" = cl(F 4- a u ~1 m), 
~:* n Dn(O) = 0 and G *" qi(a) ~ ~*. 
(4 )3a  E G(~t)  s such that, if ~1"* = cl(G ~" a ugJ m), 
91"* n Dn(O) = 0 and F~'q[ ' l (a)  ~[ ~1"* . 
(5)  qt r F (~l t )  s : F(~I~) s -b G(~lt) s is not a morphism and (1)-(4)  fail. 
Since (ii) is false in the neighborhood (~m, Nm u Dn(O)) there is an 
91 ~ (~lm, Nm u Dn(O)), • ~ °C satisfying one of (1') - (5') .  Then ~1 c_ ~1 u 
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for some u and since Fand G preserve inclusion F (~)~ F(~ u) and 
G(~() c. G(~u ), we are assured that eventually one of the cases ( I ) - (5)  
will apply. Let t be the least stage s such that one of (11-(51 holds for 
some k. Let ] be the least k corresponding to t. Then define g~(m, 2n(°), 01 = n 
where Vn is the neighborhood given as follows depending on the case tha~ 






Vn = ( Nn,). 
Vn = (~1~, Nm)  . 
Vn = (~1", i~.,~ u {G ~- qi(a) - 91")). 
Vn = (~l**,Nn. u {F*- q~'! (a) - ~1"* }). 
Vn = (~1/, Nm). 
Then set&(m, IIt ,n(i) t) =gi(m, 2 n(°), 0). it is clear that eachg 1
J-O v i  , 
is • density function since, for any regular sequence {n(t)}, gi(m, 2 n(°), 0) 
is a stable value, hi(m, n, t) is a function recursive in 0' since Cases 3, 4, 
and 5 are fully effective and Cases 1 and 2 depend only on deciding in 
general whether x E domain q1 and this question can be decided recur- 
sively in 0'. 
To Complete the proof that A has 0'-eff. cat. I in 9"(C), we must show 
that for any stable value ofgi, n = g/(m, 2 n(0), 0), for a regular sequence 
{n(t)}, Vn n A l = ~. Let Vn = (gJn, Nn). Then ifn was def'med by Case I 
then 9J E Vn impl:es ~ ~_ 9~n and F(~I) ~ F(~ln). But q~ is not defined on 
all of F(~ln) so qi(F($)) #: G(~). Similarly in Case, 2, if ~IE Vn, then 
G(g) ~ G(~ln) and since q~-l is not def'med on all of G(~ln), qi(F(~)) 
G(~). Ifn is defined by Case 3 and ~E Vn, then '~::) ~n and ~ln Nn = ~. 
There is an a ¢ F('~n) c_ F(~l) such that F ' "  (a) c. ~n ~ ~ but G ÷ ql(a) n 
Nn ~# ~ so that G *- qi(a) ~91. Thus a ¢ F(~) and qi(a) q~ G(~I ) so that 
qt(F(. ~(I) :P G(~). Similarly in Case 4 i f l  ¢ Vn, there is an a E G(~n) c_ 
G(~) such that G *-(a) c. ~n c__ 91 but F ~- qi "l (a) n Nn ~ 0 so that 
F ~" q~-t (a) g ~. Thusa E G(~ ) and q~(a)  ~ F(~) so that qi(F(~)) ~ G(~i). 
Finally in Case 5, if 91 ¢ Vn so that ~ =)~l_ n, we must have that'qi r F(~I) 
is not a morphism since q~ I' F(~n) is not a morphism and F(g) ~- F(~ln). 
This completes the proof. 
Corollary 4.$. Let F, G and A be as in Theorem 4.4 i f~(X)  ~ ~(X) for 
some dep.se type X E [2(C 1), then ~'.,(C 1 ) A n 
ductive center contained in A¢.s.,(CI°). -- t5 oroductive with pro- 
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ProoE A is Req.-closed and has 0'-eff. cat. ! in ~(C" ) so the result follows 
from Theorem 3.17. 
Definition 4.6. F, G : C t -* C 2 be combinatorial functors, then F is said 
to be uniformly effectively embeddable in G on a neighborhood U(~, N) 
if there is a one-one partial recursive function p such that for all 
~3 ¢ U(~t, N), p is defined on F(~)  and p I" F(~B) is a C2-morphism, of 
F(~)  into G(~). 
Theorem 4.7. ([3, Theorem 19.31 ). Let F. G satisfy the hypothesis of 
Theorem 4.4. Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) 7(X) c_~ (X) for all dense types in Ac.s.,(C ! ). 
(il) F is uniformly e;'fectively embeddable in G on some non-empty 
neighborhood. 
(iii) ~r(X) c ~ (X) for all dense types in I~(C t ). 
Proof. Clearly (iii) implies (i), and (iii) if and only if (ii) is proved in [3]. 
We prove (i) implies (ii). Suppose (ii) is false. We proceed as in the proof 
of Theorem 4.4. We shall show that A = {~t ~ C t 15r(ct (~/)) c-~ (Ct(~/))} 
has 0'-eff. cat. i in 9'(C). LetA c_. U~'0 AI whereAt : {~{E C 1 I F(~/) C- 
8qi and qi I' F(~/) is a C2-morphism apping F(~) into G(~t)}. Since (fi) 
is false, for each qi and non-empty neighborhood Vm : (~im, Nm) there 
is an ~l E gin, • E °Ct such that one of the following holds (with num- 
bering from Theorem 4.4). 
(!'1 qt is not defined on all of F(~/). 
(3'1 for some a ~ F(~t), qi(a) ~ G(~I). 
(5') qi I F(~t) maps F(~I) into G(~/) but is not a morphism ofC 2. 
Wc ~hall define a density function h(i. m, n, t) : gi(m, n, t). To def'me 
gi(m, 2 n(0), 01, assuming ~tm n Dn(O) : ~, we def'me the sequence {~/s} 
as in the proof of Theorem 4.4. We then start the following procedure 
which goes by stages. 
Stages. List out F(ttk) s, G(~t~) s for k< s and check to see if one of 
the following happens. 
Case I. 3a E F(tlk) ~ such that qi(a) is not defined. 
Case 3. 3a E F(~k) s such that, if ~* = cl(F*" (a) u tl m), 
W* n Dn(0) = 0 and G *" qi(a) ~ ~I* 
Case 5. ql t F(~k)  s : F(~k)  s "~ G(~Ik) s is not a morphism and (I)  and 
(3) fail. 
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The definition ofgl(m, 2 "(°), {3) and the analysis that h(i, m, n, t) implies 
A has 0°-eff. cat. 1 in ~r(C °) proceeds exactly as in Case ( I ), (3), and (5) of  
the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
Corollary 4.8. Let F, G and A be as in Theorem 4. 7. I f  ~'(X) ~: ~ (X) for 
some dense type XE  ~'I(C I ) then ~,(C  1 ) - A n /s productive with pro- 
ductive center contained in Ac.s..(C ! ). 
Proof. The corollary follows from Theorem 3. ! 7 and the fact that A has 
0'-eff. cat. !. 
5. Soundly based types 
Recall that V is the catego~ that arises from the theory of an infinite 
dimensional vector space over a finite field K. 
Def'mition 5.1. A V-R.E.T., X, is said to be soundly based if there is a 
representative t{ E X, and a recursively enumerable independent set B 
such that ~l n B is a basis for ft. 
Theorem 5.2. A = ~ ~{ ~ C( V) I V(~I ) is soundly based ~ has elf. cat. I in 
~(v). 
Proof. Recall that j : N X N -~ N is a recursive pairing function and that 
k, I are recursive functions uch that k(j(x,y)) -x  and l(j(a,y)) = y. 
A C_. U~'=/0 AI where AI = ( ~{ E C(V) I ~{ c__ 6qt(j ) and qtff) ~ ~t is an iso- 
morphism and qtff)(~ ) n B is a basis for qt0~(~) where B = k~(i) is an 
r.e. independent set }. We shall define a recursive density function 
h(i, m, n, t) - gi(m, n, t) that shows A has eff. cat. I in ~'(V). 
Suppose we are given a sequence (n(t)}. We shall describe a construc- 
tion that will give the values ofgl. In the construction we will also define 
an auxiliary recursive function H. Suppose Vm = (~m, Nm) and 
= nt  ,~n(/) t) by g(t), ql(1) • m n Dn(O) 0. Fix i, then we denote gi(m, ., i .oe I , 
by p, and W~ (i) by B. 
Stage O. Let ~lg(O) = ~{ m and Ng(0) = Nm. 
Stages+ I. Performs+ I steps in the listing of B, B s+] , ands+ I steps 
in the listing of p, pa*t. 
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Case 0 l fB  s+i is not an independent set or Case I or Case 6 has been 
used at some previous tage, then set ?{g(s) = ~{g(s + I ) and Ng(s) = Ng(s+ I). 
Otherwise go ~o Case I. 
Case !. i f  there are ~i ,  ~2, ~13 such that ~lm c_ ~{l c 9J 2 c ~3 c__~g(s ) 
andp s+l is defined on ~{3 and p I" 91 "~ is an isomorphism and N i = 
p(~l i) n B s+i is a basis for p(~)l), for i = 1,2, 3,and there are b I 0b 2 E B s+i 
such thatb  I#b 2andN 2=N!U{b l}, N 3=N IU  {b l ,b  2} , thenset  
~g(s + ! ) = cl { ~l I u p - I  (b i + b2 ) } and Ng(s + 1) = Ng(s) u {p- l (b l )  ). 
(Note that ~lg(s + I) c_ ~lb,(s) so that if~lg(s) n Dn(s+ 1) = ~ then 
~b'(s + !) n Dn(s + I ) = ~ ). Otherwise go to Case 2. 
Case 2. I fp  s+! is not defined on all o f~g(s)  then set~g(s+ 1) ffi ~{g(s) 
and Ng(s + 1) = Ng(s). Otherwise go to Case 3. 
Case 3. i fp  s+| ixdefined on all of~ig(s) but is not a morphism then 
set ~g(s) = tlg(s + ~ ) and N$,(s) = Ng(s + I ). Otherwise gc to Case 4. 
Case 4. i fp  s+! f" ~1 g(s) is a morphism, but p(gJg(s)) ~[ cl(B s+| ) set 
~g(s) =~1 g(s + I ) and Ng(s) = N&(s + 1 ). Otherwise go to Case 5. 
Case 5. lfp(~qg(s)) c cl(BS+l ), let Cs+ ! be the smallest set such that 
C~+ l ~ B ~+! and p(Vlg(s)) c_ cl(Cs+ | ). (Note Cs+ l = {b i E B s+l I there 
exists ana~ p(gig(s)) such that a = ~ Xib i where ~'i ~ K and ~'t ~ 0}.) 
i f (p - !  )s.! is not defined on all cl(Cs÷ 1), set~l g(s) = ~lg(s+ I) and 
Ng(s) = Ng(s + I). Otherwise go to Case 6. 
Case 6. If  (p- I )s+! is defined on all of cl(Cs÷ 1 ), let H(s + 1) = 
p- I  (ci(C~÷~)). I fH(s + I) ~ ~lg(s), then sel ~lg(s) ='~ 8(s+ 11 and 
Ng(s + I ) = Ng(s) u {H(s + I) - ~ 8(s) }. Otherwise go to Case 7. 
Case 7. We have H(s÷ !) =~ gfs) and p(~g(s)) n B s*~ = Cs+ ! is a basis 
for p(~g(s)). Assume we have effectively G~el  numbered all finite independent 
sequences in V. Let (a~ ..... a~) be a sequence with the least G0del num- 
ber such that k ;~ I s*l . , + max[card(B ), dtm(~g(s))],  cl(a~ .... , at  ) 3_ 
H(s + 11, a~.d cl(a~, ..., at ) ~ (Ng(s) ~ Dn(s + I)) = ~. (We note that the 
Duplication lemma implies that (a~ .. . .  , a t )  exists and hence (a t . . . .  , a t )  
has an effective definition). Set ~lg(s + ! ) = cl(a~, ..., a~) and Ng(s + I) = 
Ng(s). 
If ~lg(s) n Dn(s + l) = ~ then the constr~ction of  ?I8(s + 1) insures that 
~lg(s + ! ) ~ Dn(s + I ) = ~ and ~g(s + 1) ¢ Vm, so that to show that gi is 
a density function ¢~e must only prove that gi satisfies condition (4) of 
Definition 3.1. Thus if {n(t)} is a regular sequence for g;, we must find a 
u such that for all t ; ,  u, b'(t) = g(u). 
Assume no such u exists, then it must be that for infinitely many s, 
g(s) ~t g(s + 1 ). The only stages + I where b'(s) ~ b'(s + I) are when we are 
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in Case 1, 6, or 7. Since the v.Jue ofg(s) never changes after we are in 
Cases 1 and 6, we must be in Case 7 at such s. Let s ! , s 2 , s 3 be the first 
three such s. Then consider the set H(s I + 1), H(s 2 + i ), and H(s 3 + I ). By 
Case 7, for i = I, 2, 3, H(s i + I )=  tig($1)and Csi, t = p(tig~sl))n BSi ÷t is 
a basis forp(tig(si)). Also H(s z + I) = ~Ig(s I + I) :3 H(st + I) since by 
choice ofs  2, we are never in Case I, 6, or 7 for t such thats  t + l ~ t ~ s 2 . 
Also we have dim(H(s 2 +I ) )  ;~ I + dim(HOt + I)). Similarly H(s 3 ,t I) 3_ 
H(s 2 + I) and dim(H(s 3 + I )) > dim (H(s 2 + 1 )). But then ti g(s$ + I ) 
H(s 3 + I) and hence we must be able to find ~t I , ti2, ti3 as require0 t~y 
Case I at stage s3 + 2. But then g(t) = g(s3 + 2) for all t ~ s3 + 2 which 
contradicts our assumption,. Thus we must always reach a stable value for 
~i and hence g~ is a density fu ~ction for each i. , 
By construction h(l, m, n, t) is a partial recursive function since each 
stage is completely effective. "thus we need only show that if n is a stable 
value for some regular sequence {n(t)} and 81, then Vn n A t = ~. Let 
g(s) = n where for all t • s, g(t) ~- ~(s). Then for all t > s we must be in 
Case 0, 2, 3, 4 or 5. We consider each of these possibilities. 
Case O. I fB  is not an indeperdent set then A i = ~. If Case i has oc- 
curred before, then we have b t, b a E B suc~ that b I + b 2 E p(t in) and 
hence if ti D_ ti n, b t + b2 ¢ P(ti). Also p -  l (b l) ¢ Nn. Thus if ~1 ¢ Vn 
then t in  Nn = ~, so that b I ~ p(ti)  n B and hence p(~O n B cannot be 
a basis for p(t i)  since :t does not span p(~). Thus Vn n A i = ~. 
If Case 6 has occut~ t before stage s then there is a set C c_C_ B such that 
C is the smallest set su,.h that p(tin) c_ cl(C). Also p - l  (cl(C)) n Nn ~ ~. 
I f  t i~ Vn, then tin c_ ~,  p(tin) c__ p(~),  and t in  Nn = ~. Thus i fp(t i )  n B 
is to be a basis for p(ti),  p(~l) n B must contain C. But cl(C) -p (~l )  ~ 
so that cl(p(tO n B) - p(t i)  # ~. Hence p(~)  f', B is not a basis for p(~) .  
Again we conclude that Vn n A t = ~. 
Case 2. It must be the case that for all s, pS is not defined on all of tin. 
Thus if ~ :  Vn, then t in c_$ and p is not def'med on all of ti and ti ~ A t. 
Therefore: Vn f~ A t = ~. 
Case 3. It must be the case that for all s, pSt tin is not a morphism. 
Thus ~{~ Vn impliesp t ti is not a morphism, hence Vn n A t = ~. 
Case 4. It must be the case that for all s, p(t in)  ~ cl(B~). Thus ~{~ Vn 
implies P(~0 ~ cl(B), hence Vn n A t = ~. 
Case 5. Then there is a set C c__ B such that C is the smallest set such 
that cl(C) 3_ p(tin). But p - t  is not defined on all of  cl(C). Thus if t i~  Vn 
and p(~)  n ~ is a basis for p(ti ), p(~l ) n B must contain C. But this 
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would, imply p-t  is defined on all ofp(?l ). Hence 9! q A i and Vn c~ A i = ~. 
Thus h(l, m, n, t) shows A has eft'. cat. I in 5r(V). 
Corollary 5.3. Let A = { ~I¢ C(V) I V(~{) is soundly based), then 12~ (V) -A  ~ 
is productive with productive center contained in Ac.L(V). 
Let C o = C(~ °) be any suitable category and let C t - V. This next 
theorem we state for C t = g although g can be replaced by any suitable 
category C(~)  that has dimension and the theorem and the proof remain 
the same. Let C = C o × C~. 
Theorem 5.4. ([3, Theorem 32.1 ] ). Let h be a partial function from 
17nite C o-isomorphism types to finite Cl-isomorphism types. Suppose 
tlmt for any X ¢ Ac.,..(C 0) there is a soundly based Y ~ Ac. ~, (C o ) with 
(X, Y )¢  C(h ). Then there exists ~1 ° in ° C o, a recursive frame map ~b 
wtth domain {~ ¢ C o : ~o c ~l } and codomain C ! = C(~ l ) and a recur- 
slvely enumerable independent set B c_ ~t  such that 
(1) 91¢ oC 0 and • ~- ~1 o imply Ct ( ,b( ~ ) ) = h( Co (91) . 
(2) i f  ~1 ¢ "C O and ~?! ~- ~1 ° then cl(4,(~ ) n B) -" 4~(~). 
Proof. The proof of the theorem ;n [3] depends on [.emma 32.2 thus 
we state and prove the vex'on necded here. Let H be an °h-frame and 
=.~(H) be a recursive frazae map such that for infinite ~1 in the domain 
of 4,, Cl (cb(~)>- h(C0(91)), vet B be an infinite r.e. independent set in 
~t  and let A(4,, B) = ( ~ ~ C O I 4'(~11 is defined, and cl(4,(~ )1 n B = ~ 1). 
Lemma 5.5. ([ 3, Lemma 3 2.2]). Suppose that for any non-empty neigh- 
borhood U($, N) of  C 0 there exists a Jinite 91" in U(~I, N) such that 
either 4,(91") is undefined or cl(4,(91") f~ B) 4: 4~($*). Then A(cl,, B) has 
O'-eff. cat. I. 
Proof. Let A c_ UAi where each Ai = ,4. We define a density function 
h(i, m, n, t) = gl(r':.. :,, t) which is recursive in (3'. Since h(i, m, n, t) = 
h(j, m, n, t) for at: / an6 ~ we w~!! drop all subscripts and denote gi(m, n, t) 
by g(m, n, tl. Assume we .~arc ~ver a neighborhood Vm = (~m, Nn) and 
a sequence {n(t)) sucl-. ,ha~ ~n r~ Dn(01 = ~. We define a sequence of 
finite algebra'cally c!osed .sets (~1 sz as follows 
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~s+l = cl(~S u {a z }) where a s is the least x ¢ q~o such that 
x ¢ ,~l s and CI(91: U {X}) ~ (Nm u Dn(0)) = 0. 
We note that the effective list V! = (~II ,NI) ,  I,'2 = (~12, N2), ... of neigh- 
borhoods induces an effective order on all finite algebraicv.|ly closed sub- 
sets by taking the subsequence { Vi n } = (91i n , 0) }. We now proceed by 
stages. 
Stage s. See if one of  the following happens for ~l s. 
Case 1. There is an 9( E *Co such that ~! m c ~ c_ 91: and C x (od, 0) is 
not defined, then set ~lg(i;:. 2 n(°) 0) = ~1' and Ng(m. 2 n(°), 0) = Nm 
where 91' is the least such ~1. 
Case 2. Cn(~ s, O) is defined :rot for some ~ *C O with ~m c_ ~lc_ ~1 s, 
C H (~l, 0) = (~', ~1 °) where ~i c ~1'. Then let 91" be the least such ~1 and 
set ~lg(m, 2 s(0), 0) ffi ~" and Ng(m. 2 n(°), 0) = Nm u ( ~1 "° - ~'  } where 
~" = Cn(~' ,  0). 
Case 3. Cases I and 2 do not hold, but for some ~ E °C o with 
?Ira C__ ~1 c ~1', cl(4~(~l) n B) c @(~) and there is an x ~ @(~1) - c1(4~(~)1) c~ 
B) such thatx ~ cl(B). Then let ?C be the least such ~1 and set ~lg(m, 2~°),0) :
~' and Ng(m, 2 "(°), O) :- Nm. (We note that ~ince B is r.e., cl(B) is r.e. so 
that the question of laembership o fx  in cl(B) is answered recurs!rely in 0'). 
Case4. Cases 1, 2, ~,nd 3 do not hold but there is an ~' E °C O such that 
9Jm c_. ~, c_. ~ls and cl(~,b(~i') n B) c ~I~(~'). Then let ,~1 be the least such 
'~l'. Let x be the least element such that x ~ @(~!) - cl(@(~l ) r~ B). Then 
we have x ~ cl(B) so thz t supp(x) ~ ~I~(21) n B (where supp(x) = {b ~ B I 
x = ~b/ea Z~b~ where ~ ~ K and )~ # 0 and b = b i }). 
Let b 0 be the least element of supp(x) - (¢I~(9J) n B). Ifbo ~ U~I~(21') 
where the union runs over all ~J' ~ °C o such that ~i' D ?land ~1' r~ 
(Nm n Dn(O)) = 0, then set ~lg(m, 2 n(°), 0) = ~land Ng(m, 2 n(°), 0) = Nm. 
Ifb o ¢E U4~(~'), let ~I" = cl(~u ~"  be). Then since b o ~ ¢I,(~I ), ¢I," b, 
~, so that ~" D ~. then set 9Jg(m, 2'~(°), O) = ~l, and Ng(m, 2"(°), O) = " 
Nm u { ~" - ~t }. fWe note that U4~(,~I') as above is r.e. so that again this 
case is effective ~n 0'). 
Finally if Cases (1)- (4)  do not hold then 8o to stage S + 1. 
Since the ,~!* whose existence is.part of the hypothesis of the lemma 
must eventually be contained in some ~1 *, we are assured that g(m, 2 '~(°), 0) 
will eventually be defined by this procedure We then set t, fm II ~ "¢~(t) t~ - 
n(O)  • ° " " - "  ' t fOe ' i  ' - -  
g(m, 2 , O) so that g is recurs!re in O. Since the definition of grin, 2"(o), O) 
• implies ~lg(m, 2 n(°), O) ~ (91m, Nm u Dn(O)) and Ng(ml 2 s(°), O) D Nmo 
g is a density function. 
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Thds to complete the proof of the lemma we mast show that if {n(t) } 
is a regular sequence and p = g(m0 2 n~°), 0) is a stable value forg and 
{n(t)}, then Vp n A(rb, B) = ~. We consider each of the cases which could 
have defined p. 
Case I. Since CH('~tp) is not defined then for no '?! ~ ~lp can we have 
~! E of(H). Thus V,o n A(4,, B) = ~. 
Case 2. Suppose ~IE A(O, B) and ~E lip. Then Clt(~lp, ~) = (?1', ~ ' )  
for some '~' such that ?1 ° :> ~p.  Then ~ p and ~! ¢ A(O, B) implies 
that (~,~)  = Cs(~l, ~) ~ CH(~p, ~) so that ~ ~- ~l'. But this is impossible 
since ~' - ~ p c_ Np and-~in NO = ~. Hence Vp n A(4,, B) = ~. 
Case 3. Then there is an x ¢ O(~lp) such that x ~ cl(B). Thus if 9.1 ~_ ~ 
then O(~!1 ~ ~_ O(~p)  so that x ~ cl(O(~) n B). Thus cl(O(~l) n B) 4: ,b(~) 
so that Vp n A(O, B) = ~. 
Case 4. l f~  ¢ Vp the~ O(~l ) ~_ O(~p).  But there is an x ¢ O(gp)¢= O(P.l) 
and a b 0 e. supp(x) - (O(?{p) ~ B) such that either ~ ~" b 0 n Np :P ~ or 
b 0 q O(~1). Now i fb 0 ~ O(~1) then O($)  # cl(O(.~) o B). if~I~ *- b 0 n 
Np ~ ¢~ then since g n NO = ~, b 0 @ O(~)  a.nd again 4,~',?1 ) ~ cl(O(9~ ) n B). 
Thus ~1 ~ A(cb, B) so Vp n A(O,B) = ~. 
Thus h(i, m, n. t) shows that A(4,, B) has 0'-eff. cat. I. 
Let ~ be an infinite dimensional vector space over a finite field and B 
an i.nfinite r.e. independent set contained in ~.  We end this section with 
a direct proof that the soundly based types of  12~(C(~)) relati.ve to B is 
is productive. Thus we have a set of  types which has eff. cat. I in ~r(C(~)) 
yet is in a certain sense effectively uncountable. 
Theorem 5.6. Given any infinite r.e. indepeiident set B c ~ , let 
A = {~ ~ C(~Lq) I CC~I) ~ 12~(C(~)) and there is an '~' ~ C(~) such that 
~ ' c~ B is a basis for ~° }. Then A is productive with productive center 
contained in Ac.s.(C(~)). 
Proof. Let B be enumerated effectively as a 0, a I , ... without repetitions. 
Let S/= {X 0. X I .... ) be an r.e. sequence of types such that for each i, 
X = C(~-  W~O) where ~ - I¢~<t~ is infinite. In the construction that 
follows we will produce an ~ C(~)  such that: 
(1) ~{is co-simple, 
(2) qa~i)( ~-  W~,~k(O)) ~ 9! for all i, and 
(3 )  ~)! n B is a basis for ~. "Ihus ~{ E A - SI. 
An index for the r.e. set ~ - ~I will depend only on ] so that the con- 
struction will give rise to a recursive function f such that if • = ~ - ICfff), 
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then C(~) E A - S l , ' for  each ] as above, and thus f( j )  will be a produc- 
tive function for A. 
For ~{ to satisfy condition ( I) ,  we will meet the following requirements 
for i = 0, I, . . . .  
R2i) I f  Ivl is h,~,dte then IV: n (~ - ~I ) ~ ~). 
To satisfy cond'*.ion (2), we will meet requirements 
R21+l ) There is an x (~ ~q - IV~i (t{i)) such that either qt(i)(x) 
is undefined or qt(o(x) [s defined and qt(i)(x) ~ ~ _~I. 
In the construction, we will define a recursive functibn x(i, s) such that 
for each i, lim s x(i,s) exists and is a witness to the fact that R21+l is sati~ 
fled. To satisfy condit;on (3), we will introduce a set of  movable markers 
I' i, i = 0, I, 2, ... which wi:.' rest on elements ofB.  T(i, s) will be a recur- 
siva function which will give the position of  ['i at stage s. We shall insure 
that lira s ~/ ,  s) = 7(I) exists ~.nd is an element of B and that t{= cI({I~/) [
/ = 0, I, ... }), so that t{ n B will be a basis for ~{. Finally H s will be a 
finite set of elements reserved for ~ - tl at stage s. We will insure that 
/p  c_. HS+1 for all s, H = UH s will be r.e., and H = U - ~{. 
We say that requirement R n is satis~ed at.stale s if n = 2i and IV~ n H s ~: 0 
or i fn  = 2i + I and x(i, s) (~ IV~7{t(1)) and either q~{i)(x(i, s)) is not defined 
or q~O)(x(], s)) is def'med and is in H s (where ~(o(x)  is the result of follow- 
ing s steps in computation of qlO)(x)). 
Stage 0. Let 7(1, O) = a~. Let x(l, O) = 0 for all I and let H ° = {px(x 
Stage s. Let 7(0, • ) be the least x in the order of  the enumeration of  
B such that cl({x}) "~ H s-  1 -_ (D. For i > 0, define 7(i, s) ind Jctively as 
follows. "?(i, s) is the least x in the order of the enumeration of B such 
that cl ({7(0, s), ..., 7 ( i -  1, s), x}) n H s-!  --0. Let x(/, s) = x(i, s - 1) un- 
less l ~ s and either x(i, s - I) E IV~i(kO)) or x(i, s - 1) ~ IV~i(~(O) but 
q[(l)(x(i, s - 1)) is defined and is in cl({~(0, s), ..., 7(2/+ 1, s')}) in which 
case we let x(i. s)  - x(i, s -  I) + 1. 
Look for the least n ~ s for which R n is not satisfied such that Case 1 
or Case 2 applies for n = n(z). Let n(s) be least such n if one exists, and if 
no such n exists, 8o to Case 3. 
Case I. n(s) -- 21 and there is a y ~ IV~ such that y ~ ci({7(0, s), ..., 
~2i ,  s )}) ,  then lety~ be the least such y. Set H ~ = H ~-I u {y: } u 
{ x(x ¢ s), ...,  (21, s)}) u HS- t )  }. 
Case 2. n(s) = 2i + ~ and q~ !~(x(/, s)) is defmed and is not in 
...,  (21 + ' " i ,  s) }),  then let H * - H s- ~ u { q~(/)(x (i;s))} u 
{/¢x.(x ~ cl ({'y(0, s), ..., ~(2i + !, s) } ) u H '  - ~ ) ) I • ! 
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Case 3. Let H s : H s - l  u (~x(x ~ cl(~O,s) .... , As. s)}))}. 
We note that the construction is completely effedive so that H = UsH s 
is r.e. 
Lemma 5.7. l im s ~(n. s) exists fo r  each n. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. T(0, s) - T(0, 0) = a 0 for alis 
because we have insured that for all s, IP n cl(T(0, s)) = 0. Assume 
lin~ 7(/, s) exists for all 1 < n and let "r(i) = lim s 'l,(i, s). Then there is a 
stage so • n such that for all s • s o and i < n, ~i ,  s) = ~(i). Then for 
s > s o, 7(n, s) ~ 7(n, s + 1) only if ~(n, s) i~. not the least x such that 
cl({~(0), ..., "y(n - l ) , x})  n H s = 0. Since ~/(n,s) is the least x such that 
c1((7(0), ..., 7(n - ! ), x } ) n H s- t = 0, w~ must have H s n cl({~(0), ..., 
7 (n -  !), ~(n, s)}) ~ ~. But H: n c1((7(0), ..., 7 (n -  1), 7(n,s) }) ¢ 0 only 
if we used Case ( I )  or Case (2) to def ine/P  and we are trying to satisfy 
some requirement R/wi th  ] < n. Since once a requirement is satisfied by 
an action taken in Case (1) or Case (2), it remains atisfied, there can be 
only finitely many such s > s 0. Thus lim s ~,(n, s) exists. 
Let "},(i) = lim s 7(/, s) for each t 
I .emma 5.8. For all/, R/  is eventually met. 
Proof. Let Rn be the least requirement ot met. Assume that all require- 
ments R i, for i < n, that will be satisfied, have been satisfied by stage so 
and that for all i ,~ n, Pi has reached its final value by stage so. Thus 
7(/, s) = v(l) for all s • s o and i ~ n. 
Case I. n = 2/. If W i is infinite then since cl({~0),  ..., T(u)}) is a finite 
set, W t - ci({7(0), ..., 700  }) ¢ 0. Then let x o be the least x E W i - cl({~(0), 
• .., T(n)}) in the  order o f  enumeration of W i. Then whenever x o appears 
in W~ fors • s o , if R n is not already satisfied, R n would then be least 
requirement ot satisfied to which Case 1 or Case 2 applies and hence x 0 
would be put into H s meeting R n . 
Case 2. n = 2/+ i. 
Sublemma 5.8.1. lira s x(i, s) exists fo r  all i. 
Proof. Fix i and let s I be a stage such that for t, ll s • s I and k ,; 2[+ 1, 
7(k. s) = ~(k). Since cl({'X(0), ..., ?(21 + I)}) is finite and ql(i~ is one-one  
and 'M- W,i(t(O ) is infinite, there is a z such that z ~ W~/(t(i)), z • s t , 
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and either qt¢i)(z) is undefined or qicl)(z# is def ined and not in cl((~(0),  .... 
7(2 i+ 1)}). Now if.lira s x(i, s) did not exist then x(i, s) would take on all 
value as s -~ oo since each time the value ofx( i , s )  changes we add one, 
Thus at some stage t ~ s I , x(i, t) = z. But then our choice o fs  t and z 
implies that the condit ion for x(i, s) ~ x(i, s + 1 ) for s ~ t never occurs. 
Hence lirn s x(i, s) r~ust exist. 
Now let x(n)  = lim s x(n, s). Then we can find a t ;~ s o such that x(n, t) = 
x(n). But then for all s ;~ t, x(n) q~ W~tktoj  for otherwise x(n. s) ~ x(n, s + ! ). 
Similarly, for all s ;~ t, either (a) q[(nl~ ) (x(n)) is not defined or (b) q~ ~.fx) 
is defined for some s > t and is not in c1({7(0), ..., 7(n))) .  In case ~al 
x(n) q~ I¢~1) )  and qlti~(x(n)) is not defined or in case (b) we would put 
qltO(x(n))' into IP for so,'.~ s ;~ t. In either case x(n) is our  desired witness 
to the fact that R n is met. 
temma 5.9. ~l = c l ({7(/)  : t ~ N ))  = R = ~ - H. 
n ~'iT(i) for some fixed n, then let s o > n be a stage such Proof. l f x  ffi 2~iffi o
that 7(1, s) = 7(i) for all s > s o an~ i < n and all requirements R i for i ~ n 
that are ever satisfied are satisfied by stage s o . Then for all s ;~ s 0, we 
must have n(s )> n and hence H s ,a cl({7(0), ..., An) ) )  = ~. Thus 
x~ tJH s =Hand ~c_R.  
To prove/7 c_ ~ we proceed oy induction. Suppose that for all y < x 
either y ~ H s for some s o ry  = ~'ffi0~,lT(i) for some n. In the first case 
let sy be the least su~ h y and in the second case let ny be the least such 
n. !.et n' = maxy <x (t,v), s' = ma~y <x (sy). Assume x ~ 4!, then we show 
x~H.  
l f x  ~ cl(B) then at stage s' + i either x E H s' or x =/~c(x ~ c1({7(i, 0), 
• .., 7(s, s)} u Ha'). In either case x ~ H s'÷l . 
I f x  ~- cl(B) then let x = Nim0 ~a i where m is as small as possible. Then 
le tp  = max(m,n  °) and t > s ° be a stage such that for al ls  ~ t and i~  p, 
~ i ,  s) = 7(0. Then x ~ c1({7(0), ..., 7(P)}) and since for all s ~ t and i~p ,  
~1, s) ~ {a 0 , ..., am } by our choice of  p, then x ~ cl( {7(i, ~,), ..., 7(s, s) }) 
for any s ~ t. Thus at stage t + I either x ~ Ht or x ffi px(x ~ c!((7(0, t + I ), 
• .., 7 ( t+ 1, t+  I)}).  In either casex ~ H t*l  . 
The construction in Theorem 5.6 is a specific example of  a more general 
construction which is used in [ 12 ] to produce co-hypersimple structures 
in every non-zero r.e. degree or of  a given ~0 isomorphism type. 
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